The impact of low-frequency stimulation of the pedunculopontine nucleus region on reaction time in parkinsonism.
Attentional augmentation and enhanced motor function are potential mechanisms by which stimulation of the region of the pedunculopontine nucleus (PPN) may improve gait in parkinsonism. Here, the authors assess the impact of stimulation of this region on attentional and motor aspects of reaction task performance in patients with parkinsonism. Eleven patients implanted with PPN stimulators underwent computerised assessment of simple, choice and digit vigilance reaction tasks. Patients were assessed 'off medication' during stimulation at different frequencies (0 Hz, 5 Hz, 10 Hz and 'therapeutic' 20-35 Hz). There were two primary endpoints: 'Speed of Reaction' (sum of the mean task reaction times) and 'Accuracy of Reaction' (reflecting omissions and percentage of correct responses). Baseline performance was compared with age- and sex-matched healthy controls. Clinical effects of stimulation were assessed using the Unified Parkinson's Disease Rating Scale and a falls frequency scale. Compared with healthy controls, subjects had significant deficits in 'Speed of Reaction' and in all mean task reaction times. 'Accuracy of Reaction' was not different from healthy controls and did not improve with stimulation. 'Speed of Reaction' significantly improved with stimulation at therapeutic frequencies (20-35 Hz). Of the individual tasks, only simple reaction time improved significantly. Simple reaction time distribution analysis revealed a general speeding of responses rather than a selective reduction in outliers. Acute PPN stimulation improved gait and balance but not akinesia scores. Chronic PPN stimulation significantly improved falls frequency. Falls score improvement significantly correlated with changes to simple reaction time with therapeutic stimulation. The pattern of reaction time improvement with stimulation of the PPN area suggests a benefit on motor performance, rather than augmentation of attention.